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From the Editors’ Desk

The world today is witnessing a form of transformed multilateralism
that has brought into play a different kind of anarchy in the world
where order is predicated on pursuit of national interest by all means
possible, with each country reserving unto itself the right to interpret
international norms in its own way to suit its needs and requirements.
Many countries cite incidents where the behaviour of one or the other
is against established international norms and blame each other for
breaking of international consensus on issues that endanger global
peace and order.

Be it Ukraine or Gaza, the Big Brothers of the world— responsible for
both laying down and enforcing the set of norms that has made
civilized political and diplomatic interaction among nations possible—
have failed to stand up to their commitments to protect human life
across states and ensure global peace. Regimes and leaders in particular
countries have not shown maturity and wisdom to stop adopting
policies that have led the world to violence and protracted war.
Collective effort to bring peace to troubled corners of the world is
lacking in sincerity and devotion to control parties to various wars and
violence, over whom, some of the countries have influence and sway.
Rather than trying earnestly to stop violence, in some cases, influential
countries are indirectly adding fuel to the fire. In the process,
invaluable human lives are being lost to violence, which has acquired
a logic and life of its own. All this must stop.

There is a clear dearth of statesmanship among leaders of the world
and deficit in innovative thinking. That threat to peace and stability
anywhere is a threat to peace everywhere is conveniently forgotten.
Diplomacy that was hailed as the instrument that balances national
interest with international peace has become a tool for ensuring national
interest at the cost of international peace. Internationalism is at a clear
discount. So is humanism. Strong and affective nationalism is the order
of the day. Democracies affected by majoritarian ethos are focussing
on soft-homogenisation which is militating against established norms
endorsing cultural autonomy and separateness. It is easily forgotten



that it is the ‘citizen’ or ‘human being’ not member of any group (be it
religious, regional, ethnic or linguistic) who forms the basic unit of a
state and it is the responsibility of the managers of the state (be they
democratic or autocratic) to ensure that all citizens irrespective of their
group affiliation is entitled to a common set of rights granted to all,
which are to be zealously protected by the state. Whether it is the
Russians in Donbass or Palestinians in Israel/Gaza, observance of
these norms would avoid conflicts and ensure peace.

India offers an example of historically and culturally accepting the
minorities and allowing them autonomy in their affairs, even when it
was a welter of warring kingdoms. The cultural framework that bound
these kingdoms endorsed tolerance and respect for diversity. In a
democratic India, such cultural reflex conditions its approach to
minorities as well. If communities in a diverse society and polity live
side by side with respect towards one another, forgetting historical
animosities,if any, among them,  they can lay the foundation of a
consociational  society  eternally seeking peaceful readjustments in
the face of possible confrontations as they look forward to a harmonious
future. That is the future that beckons us humans as we scale newer
heights in technology and communication. There is an opportunity in
it all to transcend frontiers of states and nations and work towards the
larger goal of humanism. This will guarantee us peace and
reconciliation the world is seeking today.

ICPS is bringing out a combined issue of our 
from July to December 2023 herewith. We are encouraged by the
response from younger generation of scholars to publish in our journal
and the website of our Institute.

The academic environment in the country today is full of enthusiastic
young scholars wanting to make their mark and focussing on issues
that affect peace, security and stability in India and the world. In this
issue, we have tried to even accommodate opinions of young scholars
from outside on issues of importance for the region and the world. We
are committed to raising issues that reduce conflicts and enable
pathways to peace through our publications.
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